Introduction {#s1}
============

Early adversity is known to compromise mental and physical health across the lifespan (Felitti et al., [@B17]). Moreover, children exposed to "risky family" environments show deficits in emotion regulation, social competence, and dysregulated stress responding (Repetti et al., [@B47]). Over the last several decades, researchers have explored many potential mechanisms of the effects of risky family environments. Altered brain structure and function due to early life stress is one possible mechanism.

The hippocampus is a brain region critically important to memory (Markowitsch and Pritzel, [@B35]) and is known to be modulated by stress or adversity exposure, possibly through the influence of stress hormones. Smaller hippocampi have been found in adults who have experienced early adversity (Wolkowitz et al., [@B61]; Newcomer et al., [@B41]; Keenan et al., [@B26]; Bremner et al., [@B7]; Perry, [@B43]; Heim et al., [@B24]; Lupien et al., [@B30]; Teicher et al., [@B53]), but not in children (Carrion et al., [@B9]; De Bellis, [@B12]; De Bellis et al., [@B13]; Woon and Hedges, [@B62]), nor in adolescents (Carrion et al., [@B9]; De Bellis, [@B12]; De Bellis et al., [@B13]; Woon and Hedges, [@B62]; Frodl et al., [@B20]; Rao et al., [@B46]).

The amygdala is a subcortical limbic system structure that has been implicated in learning about the salience and emotional significance of stimuli (Davis and Whalen, [@B11]). Similarly to the hippocampus, the amygdala has a protracted development extending into late childhood and undergoes a refinement of activation during childhood exhibited by higher activation of the amygdala to neutral (vs. emotional) faces in children than adults (Thomas et al., [@B54]; Lobaugh et al., [@B29]). Lesion studies have found that early damage to the amygdala leads to deficiencies in fear learning later in life, as well as significant impairment in processing of facial expression (Adolphs et al., [@B1]), whereas this has not been found with later occurring insults (Adolphs et al., [@B1]; Hamann et al., [@B21]). Smaller amygdalae have been found in adults who experienced childhood adversity (Driessen et al., [@B16]; Schmahl et al., [@B49]). Larger amygdalae have been found in populations of children affected by aversive caregiving (Mehta et al., [@B37]; Tottenham et al., [@B55],[@B56]). These results are consistent with animal research and human studies that have found larger amygdala volume and activity due to early life stress in children (Vyas et al., [@B60]; Yang et al., [@B63]; Tottenham and Sheridan, [@B57]). The research suggests that the amygdala undergoes expansive growth and hyperactivity after a stressor, which may lead to larger volume measured by MRI in childhood. Subsequently, after a prolonged period this hyperactivity and increase in glucocorticoid response may result in cellular atrophy and smaller volumes measured by MRI in adulthood. The timing of measurement (i.e., in childhood, adolescence, or adulthood), may play a role in how different methodologies quantify different brain structures, given the differences in brain size, shape, or a differing pace of growth of different structures during adolescence (Casey et al., [@B10]).

Both the hippocampus and the amygdala have been extensively studied in regards to potential volume differences associated with early adversity. However, results of these studies have been mixed. The relationship between childhood adversity and brain volume in adolescence remains unclear. Additionally, studies have typically looked at severe adversity (such as child abuse or institutional care), and the potential effects of mild-to-moderate family aggression on brain structure have not been explored. The current study aimed to investigate the relationship between early life aggression exposure and brain volume in adolescence.

Not only have previous studies on early adversity and the brain reported varying results, but they also differ in important methodological ways. These differences may be due to: (1) the point in development at which the MRI was acquired, i.e., during adolescence or during adulthood, and (2) varying brain volume measurement techniques. The fact that different methodologies for brain segmentation lead to different results introduces a major limitation in the structural MRI literature. No previous studies have compared brain segmentation approaches in a sample of adolescents, a time of dynamic brain growth.

Approaches used to estimate brain volume
----------------------------------------

Differences in segmentation method may play a role in the conflicting results that have emerged within the literature on early life aggression exposure and brain volume. While automated segmentation uses previously determined probabilistic maps of brain structures to segment and label study-specific brains, manual tracing involves hand-tracing regions of interest (ROI) based on the individuals\' brain structure using predetermined landmarks and has been considered the "gold standard" for brain structure research. However, because manual tracing is time-intensive, several software packages have been developed to facilitate anatomical analysis of brain structure. The Oxford Centre for Functional MRI of the Brain (FMRIB) Software Library (FSL) is a set of tools that includes software for automated segmentation to give volumetric output of structures based on already defined atlases. Similarly, FreeSurfer algorithms perform semi-automated subcortical and cortical segmentation and assign a neuroanatomical label to each voxel based on probabilistic information automatically estimated from a large training set of expert measurements (Fischl et al., [@B19]). NeuroQuant is a relatively new software package that uses the same algorithms as FreeSurfer, but uses an age-matched atlas that allows for greater variability in anatomy due to brain development, age, or gender, and unlike FreeSurfer is a fully automated process (Kovacevic et al., [@B27]). Based on comparisons to expert manual segmentation, NeuroQuant is also FDA approved for clinic use.

Studies have compared automated segmentation and manual tracing of brain structures (Heckemann et al., [@B23]; Jatzko et al., [@B25]; Han and Fischl, [@B22]; Barnes et al., [@B5]; Powell et al., [@B44]; Aljabar et al., [@B2]; Artaechevarria et al., [@B4]; Fellhauer et al., [@B18]). These comparison studies use manual segmentation as a reference and validate the automated techniques based on the manually segmented volumes. Comparisons are made based on the spatial overlap, volume similarity, as well as correlations between methods. Although no standard metric for comparing segmentation methods has yet to be established, overlap measurements range from about 70 to 90% (Morey et al., [@B38]; Dewey et al., [@B14]; Sánchez-Benavides et al., [@B48]; Cabezas et al., [@B8]), while correlations between methods range from 0.76 to 0.90 (Barnes et al., [@B5]; Dewey et al., [@B14]; Sánchez-Benavides et al., [@B48]; Shen et al., [@B51]; Doring et al., [@B15]; Mulder et al., [@B39]), for structures including hippocampus, amygdala, putamen, and ventricles.

Although many studies have compared the overlap and correlation between methods, only two studies have compared the associations between a variable of interest and brain volume using different methods and both found different results depending on the method chosen (Dewey et al., [@B14]; Mulder et al., [@B39]). Dewey et al. ([@B14]) concluded that although the methods showed overlap within the range that has previously been found, different methods led to different correlations with clinical measures of interest. Similarly, Morey et al. ([@B38]) compared differences in hippocampal volume in patients with major depressive disorder vs. controls with two different automated methods after they were shown to have significant overlap with manual segmentations. Smaller hippocampal volumes were found in individuals with depression using FreeSurfer, but not FSL. Notably, the comparison between methods would suggest that either method could be used, but the findings of the analysis differed depending on which method was chosen. These results suggest that: (1) there exist differences in volume estimation given different methods of segmentation and (2) even if these differences are "close enough" to one another to use automated vs. manual segmentation, relationships with clinical covariates might be different given the different methods used.

Few comparison studies have focused solely on adolescents. Although automated segmentation has been shown to be comparable to manual tracing in adult populations, (e.g., Fischl et al., [@B19]; Morey et al., [@B38]; Seixas et al., [@B50]) it is less well documented whether automated segmentation works in adolescents given that they may have differences in brain size, shape, or a differing pace of growth of different structures (Casey et al., [@B10]). Given that adolescent brains are smaller than adult brains, and that subcortical structures may be developing ahead of cortical ones, it is imperative to compare methodologies in adolescent as well as adult samples.

Given the lack of research on the relationship between family aggression exposure in early life and brain volume in adolescence, as well as the possibility that the results found may depend on the choice of method, the current study aimed to address whether: (1) different methodologies used for segmentation would overlap in a sample of adolescents and (2) if these different methods would lead to similar or disparate results when exploring the association between family aggression exposure in early life and brain volume in adolescence.

The current study focused on a sample of adolescents who were part of a larger longitudinal study. Rating of family aggression (both marital and parent-child aggression) were collected from both parents and youth, when the youth were 12--13 years old. The youth were scanned an average of 4 years later. Hippocampi and amygdalae were segmented using three different techniques, manual tracing, FSL (v.5.0.8), and NeuroQuant (v1.4). These two automated methods were selected because FSL is one of the most widely available software, and NeuroQuant represented an entirely automated program with a personalized segmentation procedure. FreeSurfer is another commonly used segmentation program that uses the same algorithm for segmentation as NeuroQuant. NeuroQuant was chosen for this particular study given its FDA approval as well as its use of an age-matched atlas. Linear regression analyses were run to assess the relationship between early life aggression exposure and hippocampal and amygdalae volume utilizing the three different methods. We hypothesized the following:

1.  H1: Consistent with the previous literature, we expect family aggression to be associated with smaller hippocampal volumes and larger amygdalae volumes measured in adolescence, although this may differ by method.

2.  H2: Consistent with past research on adults, we expect that brain volumes estimated by manual tracing, FSL, and NeuroQuant will be in general agreement. However, given that adolescent brains are typically smaller and that different structures develop at different rates, we expect more discrepancies between the three methods than have been found in comparative studies using adult samples. Similarly, we expect that if discrepancies exist in the segmentation estimates, these discrepancies may lead to different relationships between early life aggression exposure and hippocampal and amygdalae volume.

Methods {#s2}
=======

Participants
------------

Participants were recruited as part of a second cohort from a longitudinal study of family environments and youth development (Margolin et al., [@B34]). Recruited primarily through newspaper ads and word of mouth, families needed to meet the following criteria to be eligible: Both parents and a child entering or in middle school needed to live together for the past 3 years and all three family members had to be able to complete questionnaires in English. Participants for the current study were recruited from a subset of 43 families who participated in a family discussion in their second wave of study participation (mean age = 15.51 years). The eligibility criteria for the MRI portion of the study included that youth not have metal in their body that would be contraindicated for MRI scanning, and not be currently taking any psychoactive medications. Of the 43 families contacted, seven youth were ineligible, five declined to participate, and seven could not be reached or scheduled. Twenty-four youth participated in the scanning study, but one youth did not have useable structural data because of poor image quality. Thus, the final sample consisted of 23 adolescents. One was left-handed, 14 (58%) were male, and they averaged 17.05 years of age (range 15.47--18.72). All analyses were run with and without the left-handed individual and results were the same, thus he was kept in the final sample. The sample was diverse, reflective of the urban community from which it was drawn: 9 youth (39.1%) identified as Caucasian, 5 youth (21.7%) identified as Hispanic/Latino, 5 youth (21.7%) identified as multiracial, 3 youth (7.6%) identified as African-American, and 1 youth (0.04%) identified as Asian American. The participants were from relatively affluent backgrounds on average, although there was a wide range of parental incomes: (mean income = \$110,014; *SD* = \$71,738; range = \$8000--\$255,000). These income data are in line with the large urban recruitment area, where the cost of living ranks 36.4% above the national average (U. S. Census Bureau, [@B58]) and median household income for families is \$62,595, with 29.3% of families reporting incomes above \$100,000 (U. S. Census Bureau, [@B59]). Socioeconomic status (SES) was included as a covariate in all analyses and did not explain any additional variance; thus it was not included in the final analyses.

Procedure
---------

Family aggression data were collected using a multi-rater, multi-domain approach during the first visit of the longitudinal study when the youth were on average, 12.87 years old (*SD* = 0.70). Both parents and the youth came to the lab for a 3--4 h visit, and completed questionnaires among other procedures. Approximately four years later (mean = 4.0 years, *SD* = 0.45 years, range = 3.2--5 years), the subset of youth returned for the MRI scan. All participants were scanned for \~2 h using a battery that included functional, resting state, and structural scans.

Scanner protocol
----------------

Whole brain images were acquired using a Siemens 3 Tesla MAGNETON TIM Trio Scanner with a 12-channel matrix head coil. Anatomical images were acquired using a magnetization prepared rapid acquisition gradient (MPRAGE) sequence (TI = 900 ms, TR = 1950 ms, TE = 2.26 ms, flip angle = 7°), isotropic voxel resolution of 1mm.

Measures
--------

### Family aggression exposure

A composite family aggression variable was created using multi-rater reports of both mother-father conflict and parent-child conflict. Specifically, we combined assessments of frequency of aggressive behaviors between the spouses \[from the Domestic Conflict Index (DCI); Margolin et al., [@B33]\] and between parents and children within the previous year \[adapted from the Conflict Tactics Scale---Parent/Child (PCC); Straus et al., [@B52]\]. Both parents and the youth reported on parents\' spousal aggression. Parents reported on their own behavior and their partners\' behavior, and youth reported on the behavior of each parent. The spousal aggression questionnaire asked how many times, over the previous year, 42 different aggressive behaviors had occurred. These items included 17 physical aggression items (e.g., shaking or slapping the spouse) and 25 emotional aggression items (e.g., swearing at the spouse).

For the Conflict Tactics Scale---Parent/Child, fathers and children reported on father-child aggression and mothers and children reported on mother-child aggression. This questionnaire asked how many times during the previous year any of 17 aggressive behaviors had occurred; these included 7 physical aggression items (e.g., shaking or slapping the child) and 10 emotional aggression items (e.g., swearing at a child; threatening to kick a child out of the house).

Before computing final scores, a maximum reporter variable was created for mother and father\'s behavior for each item. On both questionnaires the highest number of incidences that each participant (mother, father, or child) reported for that item was chosen as the endorsement for that item. This strategy has been utilized in other studies of family aggression to help account for underreporting of socially undesirable behavior (Margolin et al., [@B34]). Parent-parent and parent-child aggression were combined since these two forms of aggression are often highly correlated within families, and our goal was to capture the overall climate of aggression within the family (Margolin and Gordis, [@B31]; Margolin et al., [@B32], [@B34]). In order to combine the DCI and the PCC, each item was changed to a 0--3 scale based on the maximum item endorsement: 0 = the item never occurred in the past year; 1 = once in the past year; 2 = 2--5 times in the past year; 3 = 6 + times in the past year. This scoring approach was designed to maximize normality and reliability, and has been previously used to document family aggression within the larger longitudinal study from which the study sample was drawn (Margolin et al., [@B34]). This was done for both questionnaires, and separately for mother\'s behavior and father\'s behavior. Means across items were then taken for each questionnaire and each parent: DCI Mother Behavior (mean = 0.52, *SD* = 0.22, range = 0.02--0.90), DCI Father Behavior (mean = 0.41, *SD* = 0.21, range = 0.00--0.90), Conflict Tactics Scale-Parent/Child Mother Behavior (mean = 0.72, *SD* = 0.52, range = 0.0--2), Conflict Tactics Scale-Parent/Child Father Behavior (mean = 0.46, *SD* = 0.50, range = 0.00--1.7). These scores were then averaged to create an aggregate family aggression variable that combined both parents\' behavior over both domains (marital and parent-child conflict; mean = 0.52, *SD* = 0.28, range = 0.01--1.11).

Analyses
--------

### Preprocessing

For automated procedures the T1 image for each participant was brain extracted using FSL\'s Brain Extraction Tool (BET). Before any manual or automated segmentation was performed brains were realigned (but not resized: See Allen et al., [@B3] for discussion) along a plane running through the anterior and posterior commissures (i.e., the AC--PC line). The anterior commissure (AC), posterior commissure (PC), and center of the brain were found manually and the brain was rotated to put the AC and PC on the same horizontal and vertical plane. This procedure is commonly used in structural brain analysis and ensures that coronal slices in all subjects are perpendicular to a uniformly and anatomically defined axis of the brain (Allen et al., [@B3]). FSL segmentation and manual segmentation were performed with these AC--PC aligned images. NeuroQuant pipelines necessitate the use of raw DICOM files directly from the scanner in the analysis, and thus these images were not AC--PC aligned. FSL\'s FAST (FSL\'s automated segmentation tool) was also used to segment each participant\'s brain into white matter, gray matter, and CSF. Total brain volume (TBV: Gray matter plus white matter) was calculated using the extracted volumes and ratios were calculated for each extracted segmentation. The ratio of each segmentation to TBV was used in all analyses.

### Automated segmentation

#### FSL

FSL\'s FIRST (Patenaude et al., [@B42]; FMRIB\'s Integrated Registration and Segmentation Tool) was used to automatically segment T1 images into anatomical ROIs for the amygdala and the hippocampus. The program uses FSL utilities to segment the brain into discrete subcortical structures. After the brain was segmented, command line functions from FSL\'s software package, specifically fslstats, were used to extract volume data for the amygdala and the hippocampus, as defined by the Harvard-Oxford Subcortical Atlas.

#### NeuroQuant segmentation

NeuroQuant software package (CorTechs Labs, La Jolla, California) is a fully automated, deterministic approach to MRI segmentation. It has received US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 510K clearance for clinical use to measure MRI volumes of brain structures. The algorithm used in the NeuroQuant software includes: (1) a quality control step that determines whether the MR imaging sequence conforms to the specifications required to perform automated segmentations, (2) a correction for gradient non-linearity and B1 field inhomogeneity, and (3) skull stripping the MRI images followed by automated segmentation of anatomic structures. The segmentation procedure involves automated methods (used by FreeSurfer) that rely on probabilistic atlas-based segmentation. Field maps were not collected for the purposes of the current study, therefore gradient non-linearity and B1 field inhomogeneity correction was not conducted. After the brain was segmented, segmentations were reviewed visually for accuracy and none were rejected. Volumetric output (in mm^3^) was then exported for each bilateral amygdalae and hippocampi segmentation.

### Manual segmentation

The following anatomical procedures were used to manually trace bilateral amygdalae and hippocampi.

#### Anatomical definition of the hippocampus

The neuroanatomical criteria chosen for hippocampal delineation were taken from existing protocols (Narr et al., [@B40]). The hippocampi were traced in coronal brain slices from anterior to posterior, using fslview tools. All three (sagittal, coronal, and axial) planes were viewed simultaneously to facilitate the accurate identification of neuroanatomical boundaries. Hippocampal tracing in each hemisphere began at the indentation of the hippocampal sulcus, or the most medial point of the hippocampus in the coronal plane. The alveus of the hippocampus was used as the superior boundary and the white matter of the parahippocampal gyrus as the inferior boundary. The inferior temporal horn of the lateral ventricle was used as the lateral boundary and the ambient cistern as the medial boundary. Hippocampal tracing was continued posteriorly until hippocampal gray matter formed an oval mass medial to the atrium of the lateral ventricles. Bilateral hippocampi were traced three times, twice by a single graduate student tracer and once by an experienced postdoctoral tracer. The average measure intraclass coefficient (ICC) was 0.88 with a 95% confidence interval of 0.77--0.94 \[*F*~(22,\ 66)~ = 8.03, *p* \< 0.001\] between all three tracings. Subsequently, since only two tracers were used a thresholded mask was created using only the voxels that were chosen in all three tracings. Volume data was extracted, using FSL utilities, from all masks and entered into SPSS.

#### Anatomical definition of the amygdala

Separate left and right amygdala masks were hand-drawn onto each participant\'s T1-weighted image in the coronal plane. The amygdala was demarcated by superior, inferior, medial, and lateral boundaries and traced in the medial temporal lobe. The anterior boundary was defined as the slice that is considered to be amygdala as viewed in all three orthogonal slices (see Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The superior boundary of the amygdala was defined as the CSF within the temporal horn of the lateral ventricle for more anterior slices, while the visible gray-white matter boundary served as the superior border in more posterior slices. CSF defined the dorsomedial boundary, while the lateral boundary was defined as the border between amygdala gray matter and parahippocampal white matter. In anterior coronal slices, the inferior boundary was first demarcated by parahippocampal white matter and extended dorso-medially until the line connected with CSF. As the amygdala moved above the hippocampal gray matter in posterior slices, the inferior boundary was traced along the white matter strand of the alveus. Three different tracers (two graduate student tracers, one experienced postdoctoral tracer) traced bilateral amygdalae. An additional tracer was added to the amygdala tracing given that the amygdala is a smaller structure and more variability in measurement was expected. The average measure ICC was .80 with a 95% confidence interval of 0.62--0.89 \[*F*~(22,\ 110)~ = 4.76 2, *p* \< 0.001\] between all three tracers. A thresholded mask was then created including all voxels that were chosen in *at least* 2 out of the 3 tracings to address variability in measurement. This majority voting procedure for manual tracing has been shown to be effective in a number of contexts (Aljabar et al., [@B2]). Volume data was extracted, using FSL utilities, from all masks and entered into SPSS.

![**Manual segmentation of the right amygdala (red) and hippocampus (blue) in three image planes (A. coronal, B. sagittal, C. axial)**. Arrow demonstrates the anterior boundary of the amygdala as visualized in all three orthogonal planes.](fnins-10-00398-g0001){#F1}

Statistical analyses
--------------------

### Analysis of automated segmentation performance

Comparisons of the automated and manual segmentations were done to explore differences in segmentation. The automated segmentation methods were compared to manual tracing using the following criteria from Morey et al. ([@B38]): (1) percent volume overlap or Dice\'s coefficient, (2) percent volume difference and (3) correlation between automated measures and manual tracing. Given that the current study uses the volumetric output to measure the association between family aggression exposure and brain volume, percent volume difference is the most important outcome measure. Percent volume difference is defined as the absolute volume difference between two measures of the same structure divided by the mean volume of both segmentations and multiplied by 100 (Equation 1). This calculation, unlike overlap percentage, is insensitive to the spatial shift of the segmentations.
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Percent volume overlap was calculated by means of FSL v5.0.8 (<http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/>) library functions flsmaths and fslstats also used by Morey et al. ([@B38]). Percent overlap is defined as the volume of the intersection of the two segmentations (*S*~1~ and *S*~2~), divided by the mean volume of these same segmentations, multiplied by 100 (Equation 2). Segmented labels from FIRST were extracted using fslmaths.
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Percent overlap could not be calculated with the NeuroQuant segmentations because the output does not include a segmentation mask. Two-tailed bivariate pearson\'s correlations were calculated to test the relationship between the extracted volume data from each segmentation method in SPSS. A strong correlation (0.8 or above) indicates small volumes for small structures and large volumes for large structures.

### Analysis of segmentations and behavioral measures

Multivariable linear regressions were run assessing the relationship between family aggression exposure and: (1) left hippocampus, (2) right hippocampus, (3) left amygdala, and (4) right amygdala, each with three different segmentation methods (manual, FSL, and NeuroQuant). Thus, 12 multivariable linear regressions were run, all accounting for age, gender, and total brain volume. Socioeconomic status, operationalized as family income, was tested as an additional covariate, but did not affect the results and was subsequently dropped.

Results {#s3}
=======

Automated segmentation performance
----------------------------------

Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} summarizes bilateral hippocampi and amygdalae mean volumes obtained by manual, FSL and NeuroQuant segmentation methods. A one-way ANOVA found that for all four structures mean volumes significantly differed between the three analysis methods (*p* \< 0.001). NeuroQuant segmentations were the largest for all structures, and were significantly larger than both FSL and manual segmentation. *Post-hoc* analyses revealed that for bilateral hippocampi, NeuroQuant segmentations were significantly larger than FSL segmentations, which in turn were significantly larger than manual tracing segmentations. For bilateral amygdalae, no difference between the manual tracing and FSL segmentations was found. However, the NeuroQuant segmentations were significantly bigger than both the FSL and manual segmentations.

###### 

**Means, standard deviations, and comparison of means between manual and automated segmentations**.

                                   **Manual segmentation (mm^3^)**   **FSL segmentation (mm^3^)**   **NeuroQuant segmentation (mm^3^)**   **ANOVA**
  -------------------------------- --------------------------------- ------------------------------ ------------------------------------- -----------------------------------
  Left Amygdala, mean (*SD*)       1222 (263)                        1268 (207)                     2447 (244)                            *F*(2, 66) = 191.2, *p* \< 0.001
  Right Amygdala, mean (*SD*)      1193 (282)                        1330 (241)                     2326 (302)                            *F*(2, 66) = 117.23, *p* \< 0.001
  Left Hippocampus, mean (*SD*)    1913 (329)                        3854 (418)                     4546 (432)                            *F*(2, 66) = 248.7, *p* \< 0.001
  Right Hippocampus, mean (*SD*)   1844 (282)                        3890 (425)                     4745 (384)                            *F*(2, 66) = 368.7, *p* \< 0.001

Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} shows the results of the similarity/discrepancy analysis between the manual, FSL, and NeuroQuant methods for all structures. Percent overlap could only be calculated for FSL vs. manual segmentation, but as explained above, percent difference is more important for the purposes of the current analyses. Overlap percentages were higher for manual vs. FSL segmentations of bilateral amygdalae, than bilateral hippocampi. Overlap indicates spatial similarity between segmentations, thus the FSL and manual segmentations of bilateral amygdalae indicate a similar location in the brain, and less similar location for bilateral hippocampi. Similarly, lower percent volume difference was found in amygdalae segmentations than hippocampi segmentations for manual and FSL segmentations. Percent difference accounts for the number of voxels (mm^3^) that differ between segmentations. Therefore, a higher percent difference indicates less similarity between segmentations. The larger percent difference in hippocampal volumes may be due to FSL segmentations being significantly larger overall than manual segmentations.

###### 

**Summary of automated segmentation performance, percent volume overlap, percent volume difference, and Pearson\'s correlations between automated and manual segmentations**.

                                            **Left amygdala *M (± SD)***   **Right amygdala *M (± SD)***   **Left hippocampus *M (± SD)***           **Right hippocampus *M (± SD)***
  ----------------------------------------- ------------------------------ ------------------------------- ----------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------
  **MANUAL VS. FSL SEGMENTATIONS**                                                                                                                   
  \% Overlap                                73% (± 13)                     73% (± 14)                      64% (± 7)                                 61% (± 6)
  \% Difference                             20% (± 11)                     22% (± 18)                      67% (± 16)                                71% (± 12)
  Pearson Correlation                       0.31                           0.20                            0.37                                      0.56[^\*\*^](#TN2){ref-type="table-fn"}
  **NEUROQUANT VS. FSL SEGMENTATIONS**                                                                                                               
  \% Overlap                                --                             --                              --                                        --
  \% Difference                             63% (± 18)                     55% (± 21)                      16% (± 9)                                 20% (± 10)
  Pearson Correlation                       --0.06                         0.01                            0.56[^\*\*^](#TN2){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.60[^\*\*^](#TN2){ref-type="table-fn"}
  **MANUAL VS. NEUROQUANT SEGMENTATIONS**                                                                                                            
  \% Overlap                                --                             --                              --                                        --
  \% Difference                             68% (± 20)                     65% (± 24)                      82% (± 13)                                89% (± 10)
  Pearson Correlation                       0.07                           0.03                            0.47[^\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}     0.53[^\*\*^](#TN2){ref-type="table-fn"}

*p \< 0.05*,

*p \< 0.001*.

Percent difference between FSL and NeuroQuant segmentations was larger for bilateral amygdalae than bilateral hippocampi. The difference for bilateral hippocampi between FSL and NeuroQuant segmentations was the smallest difference between all segmentations (16--20%), meaning the volume accounted for by these two segmentations was the most similar. Percent difference between manual and NeuroQuant segmentations was large for bilateral amygdalae and hippocampi. The largest difference between any segmentations were between manual vs. NeuroQuant segmentations for bilateral hippocampi.

The only significant Pearson\'s correlations between segmentations occurred in the hippocampal segmentations, which suggests that the rank order of participants may be preserved across methods although absolute volume differs. Only right hippocampal segmentations were significantly correlated and were in the moderate range when comparing manual and FSL segmentations. Bilateral hippocampi segmentations were also moderately correlated between FSL and NeuroQuant segmentations and between manual and NeuroQuant segmentations.

Associations between brain volume and family aggression exposure
----------------------------------------------------------------

### FSL segmentations

A significant relationship between exposure to family aggression and brain volume was found in bilateral hippocampi using the FSL segmentation estimates. As seen in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}, Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, a significant negative relationship between left hippocampal volume and family aggression exposure was found. Similarly, a significant negative relationship between right hippocampal volume and family aggression exposure also was found. No other significant relationships were found between family aggression exposure and brain volume using FSL automated segmentations.

###### 

**Separate multivariate linear regression analyses of family aggression exposure and manual and automated bilateral hippocampi and amygdalae segmentations, adjusting for age, gender and total brain volume**.

  **Segmentation**   **Structure**   **β**
  ------------------ --------------- ------------------------------------------
  FSL                L.HC            −0.75[^\*\*^](#TN4){ref-type="table-fn"}
                     R.HC            −0.48[^\*^](#TN3){ref-type="table-fn"}
                     L.Amyg          −0.18
                     R.Amyg          −0.20
  Manual                             
                     L.HC            0.04
                     R.HC            −0.06
                     L.Amyg          0.87
                     R.Amyg          0.47[^\*^](#TN3){ref-type="table-fn"}
  NeuroQuant         L.HC            −0.09
                     R.HC            −0.13
                     L.Amyg          −0.03
                     R.Amyg          −0.15

*p \< 0.05*,

*p \< 0.001 L.HC, Left Hippocampus; R.HC, Right Hippocampus; L.Amyg, Left Amygdala; R.Amyg, Right Amygdala*.

![**Results of a partial correlation representing the relationship between family aggression exposure and bilateral hippocampal volume measured by FSL segmentation**. A significant negative correlation was found between bilateral hippocampal volume (left: β = −0.75, *p* \< 0.001; right: β = −0.48, *p* \< 0.05) and family aggression exposure accounting for total brain volume.](fnins-10-00398-g0002){#F2}

### Manual segmentations

A significant positive relationship was found between right amygdala volume and family aggression exposure using manual segmentations (Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}, Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). No other relationships between family aggression exposure and amygdala or hippocampal volume were found using the manual segmentations.

![**Results of a partial correlation representing the relationship between family aggression exposure and right amygdala volume measured by manual segmentation**. A significant positive correlation was found between right amygdala volume (β = 0.47, *p* \< 0.05) and family aggression exposure accounting for total brain volume.](fnins-10-00398-g0003){#F3}

### NeuroQuant segmentations

No significant relationships between exposure to family aggression and brain volume were found in bilateral amygdalae or hippocampi using the NeuroQuant segmentation estimates.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

The current study sought to investigate the relationship between family aggression exposure and brain volume using three different segmentation estimates of bilateral amygdalae and hippocampi. Results indicate inconsistencies among all three methods, and notably different associations between family aggression exposure and brain volume were found depending on the segmentation method used. The hypothesized relationship between family aggression exposure and amygdalae volume was found but only with manual segmentation estimates of the right amygdala. As hypothesized, smaller bilateral hippocampal volume was found to be associated with more family aggression exposure, but only when using the FSL segmentations of the hippocampus. Therefore, although both results are in line with previous literature, they do not emerge across all three methods.

Inconsistencies were also found between methods. Manual tracing segmentations were found to be the smallest of the segmentations for bilateral hippocampi and amygdalae. Manual segmentation is considered to be the "gold standard" for structural analysis, as it is based on the individual subject\'s brain anatomy (Morey et al., [@B38]). Therefore, smaller manual segmentations may be indicative of the developmental trajectory of the amygdalae during adolescence.

The automated segmentations (FSL and NeuroQuant) were found to be the most similar in terms of volume for bilateral hippocampi. FSL and manual segmentations, however, were found to be the most similar for bilateral amygdalae. The largest difference was found between NeuroQuant and manual bilateral hippocampal segmentations. The percent difference between NeuroQuant segmentations and manual segmentations for bilateral hippocampi was close to 90%. Percent difference for all amygdalae segmentations was between 20 and 68% indicating poor volume similarity between all amygdalae segmentations. Previous studies comparing methodologies similarly found better overlap between methods for hippocampal estimates than amygdala estimates (Morey et al., [@B38]). However, the discrepancies between manual segmentations and NeuroQuant segmentations are larger than previous investigations (Heckemann et al., [@B23]; Jatzko et al., [@B25]; Barnes et al., [@B5]; Powell et al., [@B44]; Aljabar et al., [@B2]; Artaechevarria et al., [@B4]; Morey et al., [@B38]; Lehmann et al., [@B28]; Fellhauer et al., [@B18]), regardless of using an age-matched atlas for adolescents in NeuroQuant segmentations. The differences between methods may be due to many factors. First of all, manually traced and FSL segmentations used AC--PC aligned images and similar preprocessing procedures, whereas NeuroQuant did not use AC--PC aligned images and has different preprocessing steps. However, although in some instances FSL and manual segmentations were the most similar (bilateral amygdalae), FSL and NeuroQuant segmentations were most similar for bilateral hippocampi. An additional source of variation in segmentation is due to differential registration algorithms to the respective atlases used in each of the automated procedures. FSL FIRST registers each individual\'s brain to MNI152 space at 1 mm resolution, whereas NeuroQuant uses a dynamic atlas that has been validated with thousands of clinical age-matched scans. Although these differences exist between methods, each method has been used and published on its own, and differences between methods in these published papers have not been extensively discussed. The current study aimed to investigate if differences between segmentation methods that are all commonly used in the literature would lead to different results when used to investigate the same research question. Therefore, the methods were optimized for their own procedures and not for ease of comparison, given our interest in examining inherent differences in these methods.

Brain volume and family aggression exposure
-------------------------------------------

### Manual segmentations

Larger right amygdala volume was found to be associated with higher levels of family aggression exposure using manually traced estimates of amygdala volume. No other significant relationships between bilateral hippocampi or left amygdala and family aggression exposure were found. If manual tracing is taken as the "gold standard" for brain volume segmentation, these findings are consistent with previous research indicating that early childhood adversity may be linked with chronic overactivation of the amygdala and atypical expansion during adolescence. However, the current investigation also showed that different methodologies led to different substantive results in the adolescent brain.

### FSL segmentations

Smaller left and right hippocampal volumes were found to be associated with greater family aggression exposure using FSL segmentation estimates of hippocampal volume. This finding is consistent with previous research indicating an association between early childhood adversity and smaller hippocampal volume measured in adulthood. Previous studies have questioned whether this association occurs after atrophy throughout childhood and adolescence, or if this association can be measured before adulthood. The current study indicates that this association may be measurable in late adolescence, at least if the FSL segmentations are used.

### NeuroQuant segmentations

No relationship between early life family aggression exposure and brain volume was found using the NeuroQuant segmentation estimates. Similar to the FSL segmentations, the NeuroQuant segmentations were significantly larger than the manual tracing segmentations.

Conclusion {#s5}
==========

The most striking result of the current investigation is that the choice of different segmentation methods led to different associations with a variable of interest, namely family aggression exposure. Although limitations in the current study exist, the fact that each result may have been found on its own if we had not compared across methodologies points to a potentially significant problem in the structural MRI literature. The current investigation found associations between family aggression exposure and both amygdala and hippocampal volumes in the adolescent brain. However, these results should be interpreted cautiously given the discrepancies between methods that emerged. Although three significant findings out of 12 is above chance-level, it nevertheless raises the issue of multiple comparisons. Our results suggest that, with an adolescent population in particular, automated methods for subcortical brain volume estimation may be unreliable.

This study had several limitations. First, although the family aggression measures assessed conflict behavior over the previous year, it is possible that aggression occurred earlier and with greater chronicity in some study participants. Second, no baseline MRI scans exist to account for individual differences in brain volume before the event of aggression exposure. Third, although a sample size of 23 is not unusual in the neuroimaging literature, it may offer limited statistical power. Additionally, although we controlled for chronological age in all analyses, we did not have a measurement of pubertal stage, which has been shown to also be correlated with neural development (Blakemore et al., [@B6]). Future investigations would benefit from longitudinal scanning data and more precise measures of family aggression in early childhood. Similarly, investigating alternate automated segmentation software may be beneficial given the amount of time and effort needed for manual segmentation methods.

Despite its limitations, this paper makes a contribution to the literature as an example of the disparate results given in structural MRI analysis depending on the choice of segmentation method used. Similar papers have been published for cortical thickness (Martínez et al., [@B36]) and voxel-based morphometry (Rajagopalan and Pioro, [@B45]), suggesting that the choice of segmentation method may determine disparate associations with a variable of interest. Strengths of the current investigation include our family aggression measure which was assessed in multiple domains (marital and parent-child) with data from multiple reporters (both parents and the youth). Many studies of childhood adversity have relied on retrospective self-report, so our collection of multi-rater family aggression data during childhood is a strength of the study. Also, other studies comparing manual vs. automated segmentation approaches have often compared data from only a subset of participants, or have used manually traced images from only one tracer. We manually traced all participants\' subcortical structures, and used multiple tracers, with good interrater reliability between tracers.

In conclusion, these results suggest that the choice of methods in any given structural analytic investigation can drastically influence results. The current study is a caution to both researchers and readers of structural neuroimaging investigations to be skeptical of the measures used for a specific population and a specific research question. It also suggests that the field of structural neuroimaging needs to become more rigorous and systematic in the ways in which methods are chosen and carried out. Additionally, automated segmentation approaches, which are widely used, need to be further refined and perfected in order to capture more discrete individual differences in neurobiology.
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